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Executive Summary

“Data at scale” — digital information collected, stored and used in ways that are newly feasible
— opens new avenues for philanthropic investment. At the same time, projects that leverage
data at scale create new risks that are not addressed by existing regulatory, legal and best
practice frameworks. Data-oriented projects funded by major foundations are a natural proving
ground for the ethical principles and controls that should guide the ethical treatment of data in
the social sector and beyond.
This project is an initial effort to map the ways that data at scale may pose risks to philanthropic
priorities and beneﬁciaries, for grantmakers at major foundations, and draws from desk
research and unstructured interviews with key individuals involved in the grantmaking
enterprise at major U.S. foundations. The resulting report was prepared at the joint request of
the MacArthur and Ford Foundations.
Grantmakers are exploring data at scale, but currently have poor visibility into its beneﬁts and
risks. Rapid technological change, the scarcity of data science expertise, limited training and
resources, and a lack of clear guideposts around emergent risks all contribute to this problem.
Funders have important opportunities to invest in, learn from, and innovate around dataintensive projects, in concert with their grantees. Grantmakers should not treat the new ethical
risks of data at scale as a barrier to investment, but these risks also must not become a blind
spot that threatens the success and effectiveness of philanthropic projects. Those working with
data at scale in the philanthropic context have much to learn: throughout our conversations with
stakeholders, we heard consistently that grantmakers and grantees lack baseline knowledge on
using data at scale, and many said that they are unsure how to make better informed decisions,
both about data’s beneﬁts and about its risks. Existing frameworks address many risks
introduced by data-intensive grantmaking, but leave some major gaps. In particular, we found
that:
Some new data-intensive research projects involve meaningful risk to vulnerable
populations, but are not covered by existing human subjects regimes, and lack a
structured way to consider these risks. In the philanthropic and public sector, human subject
review is not always required and program ofﬁcers, researchers, and implementers do not yet
have a shared standard by which to evaluate ethical implications of using public or existing data,
which is often exempt from human subjects review.
Social sector projects often depend on data that reﬂects patterns of bias or discrimination
against vulnerable groups, and face a challenge of how to avoid reinforcing existing
disparities. Automated decisions can absorb and sanitize bias from input data, and responsibly
funding or evaluating statistical models in data-intensive projects increasingly demands
advanced mathematical literacy which foundations lack.
Both data and the capacity to analyze it are being concentrated in the private sector, which
could marginalize academic and civil society actors. Some individuals and organizations have
begun to call attention to these issues and create their own trainings, guidelines, and policies —
but ad hoc solutions can only accomplish so much.

To address these and other challenges, we’ve identiﬁed eight key questions that program staff
and grantees need to consider in data-intensive work:
1. For a given project, what data should be collected, and who should have access to it?
2. How can projects decide when more data will help — and when it won’t?
3. How can grantmakers best manage the reputational risk of data-oriented projects that may be at
a frontier of social acceptability?
4. When concerns are recognized with respect to a data-intensive grant, how will those concerns
get aired and addressed?
5. How can funders and grantees gain the insight they need in order to critique other institutions’
use of data at scale?
6. How can the social sector respond to the unique leverage and power that large technology
companies are developing through their accumulation of data and data-related expertise?
7. How should foundations and nonproﬁts handle their own data?
8. How can foundations begin to make the needed long-term investments in training and capacity?
Newly emergent ethical issues inherent in using data at scale point to the need for both a
broader understanding of the possibilities and challenges of using data in the philanthropic
context as well as conscientious treatment of data ethics issues. Major foundations can play a
meaningful role in building a broader understanding of these possibilities and challenges, and
they can set a positive example in creating space for open and candid reﬂection on these
issues. To those ends, we recommend that funders:
Include data ethics as an element of larger efforts to build data literacy among grantmakers
and grantees. Create spaces for conversation and reﬂection for funders in order to promote data
literacy and sensitivity, and invest in education on data-related topics for current and future staff.
Incorporate data ethics in the grantmaking process. Create an internal “data ethics point of
contact” who can facilitate access to relevant expertise and keep an eye out for latent data ethics
risk in projects, and consider changing grant applicant procedures to encourage applicants to
prospectively consider data-related issues. Larger foundations should support a central resource
to address data ethics concerns for the philanthropic community.
Create a data ethics checklist for grantees and program staff. Even without introducing any
new requirements or policies, equipping staff with guiding questions they can ask about new,
data-oriented projects can help funders identify and address areas of ethical concern.
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Introduction

Across society, historically unprecedented quantities of digital information are being gathered,
stored, and analyzed. This phenomenon — the growth of “data at scale” — is opening new
avenues for philanthropic investment, even as it also transforms key governmental and private
institutions. Across nearly every area of their work, funders today enjoy growing opportunities to
support projects that gather, analyze, and apply large amounts of digital information to advance
charitable aims.
At the same time, because many grantees seek to understand, inform, and shape the behavior
of government institutions and large companies, funders are supporting work that brings critical
scrutiny to the social impact of data at scale. That work is beginning to highlight ways in which
data at scale can harm vulnerable groups and threaten philanthropic priorities.
Philanthropic projects that leverage data at scale are a natural proving ground not only for the
beneﬁts of data at scale, but also for the ethical principles and controls that should guide dataoriented projects in the social sector and beyond.
This project is an initial effort to map the ways that data at scale may pose risks to philanthropic
priorities and beneﬁciaries, for US-based grantmakers at major foundations. It reﬂects desk
research and unstructured interviews with 15 key individuals involved in the grantmaking
enterprise at major U.S. foundations. We describe our ﬁndings, provide a menu of potential
practical steps to address these questions, and offer an annotated reading list of relevant
resources. Upturn prepared this report at the joint request of the MacArthur and Ford
Foundations; both MacArthur and Ford are charter members of the NetGain philanthropic
partnership, which aims to help philanthropy address the opportunities and challenges of the
Internet age.
This report is particularly focused on areas of risk that may not be well covered by existing
regulatory, legal and best practice frameworks. Such risks, where they do arise, are not
presently easy for stakeholders to recognize, classify, and address. “Data ethics” is our
deliberately capacious term for the risks that arise in connection with data at scale.
It is vitally important for funders to invest in, learn
from, and innovate around data-intensive projects,
in concert with their grantees. Funders should not
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As we detail below, existing ethical frameworks provide strong and effective guidance and risk
management for many applications of data at scale. On the other hand, there are some
important new risks that do fall between the cracks of existing ethical frameworks applicable to
the grantmaking enterprise, and we believe it would be worthwhile for foundations to take
simple, low-cost steps to mitigate these risks. At the outset of this study — and throughout our
interviews with grantmakers and grantees who consider or execute data-oriented projects — we
heard consistently that grantmakers and grantees lack baseline knowledge on using data at
scale. Many said that they are unsure how to make better informed decisions, both about data’s
beneﬁts and about its risks. We assess that these needs will grow in the future as new
applications of data at scale become ever more pervasive, including through the growth of
digitally enhanced physical objects known as the “Internet of Things” and the intensiﬁed use of
machine learning in critical contexts that philanthropies aim to shape. Philanthropies will need
to be well-informed, networked with experts, and responsive to new challenges as they arise.

“Data at scale” means what is newly possible with computers.
In this report, “data at scale” refers to the collection, storage, analysis or use of digital
information in ways that have only recently become technically and economically feasible. As a
rough, admittedly imprecise rule of thumb, therefore, we are referring to activities and
grantmaking opportunities that were infeasible as recently as the start of 2007.
For context, ten years ago there was no such thing
as an iPhone or an Android phone; there are now
more than 200 million smartphone users in the
U.S. and an expected two billion worldwide. 1 In
the same period, the ﬁeld of machine learning —
techniques that allow computers to automatically
infer rules and patterns from large quantities of
data — has experienced almost exponential
growth. 2 As of 2014, the world was generating
more data in ten minutes than all of humanity had
from its inception through the year 2003. 3 Industry
analysts anticipate that worldwide data production
will be 44 times greater in 2020 than it was in
2009, 4 thanks in part to 25-30 billion (or more) new
connected devices. 5
Source: McKinsey & Company
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plummeting in cost — are now so inexpensive that
a growing range of institutions (including some
nonproﬁts) can afford to pervasively monitor and
analyze not only their own activities, but also

those of the people and organizations around them. For example, rather than classifying music
song by song to introduce listeners to new artists or genres, streaming service Spotify monitors
and compares the listening patterns of its 100 million users 6 to deliver algorithmically
personalized soundtracks to every user each week. 7 Politics too has been transformed: the
2008 Obama presidential campaign ran 66,000 computer simulations each day as part of its
voter registration, persuasion and turnout efforts. 8 In the nonproﬁt context, Direct Relief
International used real-time resource tracking and GPS data to augment disaster relief efforts
following Hurricane Sandy. 9
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Large technology companies, armed with the data from Internet browsing behavior,
smartphones, and other sensors, now automatically construct detailed and cumulative
individual portraits of the nearly two billion people (including 65 percent of Americans) who use
smartphones in their daily lives, as well as of others whose SMS messages, government forms,
and other indicia of daily life are automatically and digitally tracked. Government ofﬁces, from
intelligence agencies to local law enforcement, increasingly deploy powerful tools to “gather the
haystack,” such as by recognizing and tracking the license plates and facial features of
everyone, not just people subject to suspicion. Even a startup with a few dozen employees can
today collect, manage and analyze the daily communications of hundreds of millions of users.
For example, at the time WhatsApp was acquired by Facebook, it was a company of 55
employees, processing an estimated 50 billion messages per day, for 450 million users. 10 In the
private sector and in government, organizations are gathering vast amounts and varied types of
data, and analyzing it (often extensively and automatically) to inform their decisions. As the
supply of data expands, so too does the range of important decisions that can be automated or
guided by large-scale data analysis.

The risks of data at scale are complex.
Ensuring data privacy by removing people’s names from a dataset, or by storing data in a safe
place, is no longer a complete recipe for addressing the risks of data at scale. Today, even
novice analysts can cross-reference data sources and re-identify what, until recently, would
have been a completely anonymous set of data points. For example, researchers have
discovered that most anonymized credit card transactions could be re-identiﬁed with as few as
four rough pieces of information (e.g. purchase location, time of day, purchase amount, and
random transaction IDs). 11 As more data is released to the public — often with positive civic
aims — these risks become more salient.
Moreover, people are generating large volumes of information that they may consider to be
personal but that is technically public, like connections with friends on social media or detailed
histories of their whereabouts. While relatively innocuous at a small scale, analyzing this
“public” data in aggregate can reveal sensitive details like ﬁnancial status or sexual
preference. Analysis of this type of data also reduces some of the privacy that has traditionally
been protected by obscurity. Some semi-private data that seems benign — like health
statistics gathered by ﬁtness tracking devices — can become hazardous when shared with

third parties like health insurance companies who could preemptively raise rates. The “data
exhaust” we generate by using the web, mobile devices and apps feels private and personal,
but is increasingly analyzed, shared, and sold.
Data intensive projects also can bring an imprimatur of objectivity or neutrality to processes that
actually reﬂect or reinforce social biases. Subgroups and communities can be over- or
underrepresented, depending on what method of data collection is used. Collecting
information via smartphones, for example, means that populations with low smartphone
penetration or poor connectivity may not be fairly represented in the resulting data, leading to
skewed results. Indicators like zip code or gender, when included in data-driven decision
making tools, may perpetuate longstanding biases since models would be based on the
status quo, not the desired state.

Grantmakers are exploring data at scale, but currently have poor visibility
into its bene ts and risks.
Both the new opportunities and the new risks created by data at scale are signiﬁcant for
foundations of every size. Funders are exploring ways that data at scale can advance the
public interest, ranging from more affordable medical treatment to increased economic
opportunity, 12 to documenting and addressing disparities in the criminal justice system, 13 and
elsewhere. 14 At the same time, funders are also helping to highlight areas where corporate and
government applications of data at scale may pose underappreciated risks for marginalized
groups. 15

Foundations face structural challenges when attempting to invest wisely
in data at scale.
The technologies and practices of data at scale are new and fast-changing. Cutting edge
capabilities to collect and analyze data are being developed in the private sector, in
government, and at universities, and the ﬂow of technology into the nonproﬁt sector has always
lagged. This leaves foundations and grantees at a distinct disadvantage in using, but also in
following and participating in the conversations about, these new technologies. At the same
time, governments and private companies are embracing new applications of data to address
societal issues, and foundations are right to want to get involved — whether to collaborate or
critique — but lack organizational ﬂexibility to quickly develop institutional expertise.
Relevant expertise is scarce. Not only the
specialized skills of data science, but also
baseline familiarity with the ﬁeld and its activities,
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Program staff lack a clear path for learning more about data at scale. Data science itself is
a nascent ﬁeld, with no standard curriculum or industry-wide certiﬁcations. Some training
resources exist for “responsible data” in social contexts, but topics related to data at scale are
more complex and technical than other aspects of the “responsible data” discussion, and have
not yet been translated for less technical program staff who nevertheless are presented with
issues that demand robust knowledge of statistics and large-scale data analysis.

Guideposts and controls are lacking. While many issues deriving from uses of data at scale
are addressed by existing ethical, legal, and governance frameworks, new risks have emerged
that current frameworks fail to sufﬁciently address. Moreover, program staff and grantees
attempting to leverage data at scale have a structural disincentive to highlight data-related
risks, since this could prevent potentially impactful projects from being broadly implemented, or
could invite criticism that could undermine what might otherwise be positive impact of projects.

C H A L L E N G E S FAC E D BY P H I L A N T H R O P I C P R AC T I T I O N E R S

Data at Scale

When working on projects involving data at scale, program ofﬁcers and grantees sometimes
ﬁnd themselves in new ethical territory, without clear guideposts and, often, without guides. This
is not only an issue for philanthropies in their grantmaking but also for nonproﬁts and funders in
their own internal operations as they increasingly adopt data collection, database and tracking
tools for communications and development purposes. Our investigation focused on the
moments stakeholders encountered ethical uncertainty or hesitation, and our discussions
frequently centered on questions that grantees and program staff are unsure how to answer —
and, at times, unsure how to ask.
We heard and saw eight key challenges repeatedly across organizations and projects.

For a given project, what data should be collected, and who should have
access to it?
The types of data that are possible to collect are rapidly changing and expanding, but program
staff do not always realize why certain new types of data may be particularly sensitive, even
when collected from public sources or anonymized. Moreover, while practitioners understand
that in theory data ought to be protected, practical questions often remain. These include how
to structure data sharing agreements, whether access might be given to partners or law
enforcement, whether study results from a sensitive dataset should be made public, and even
how to more inclusively involve the subjects of the data in its collection and use.
The Array of Things project, a network of digital
sensors across Chicago to measure factors
including air quality, noise, and pedestrian and
vehicular trafﬁc levels, has faced these concerns
with the sensor and camera data it plans to
collect. Advocates publicly noted that the project’s
proposed governing policies do not actually
include concrete assurances about when data
would be deleted or which partners would have
access to it. 16 As sensors continue to get cheaper
and easier to deploy, and promise new insights
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into areas including population movement, public
health and urban life, we anticipate these same question will frequently arise in donor-funded
projects.
Call data records (CDRs) are another form of data that have been recognized as a potential
source of both beneﬁt and risk in the humanitarian context, since they offer the potential for
important insights into populations that might otherwise be difﬁcult to measure. Mobile company
Orange confronted this tension when it launched a corporate social responsibility initiative, the
Data 4 Development (D4D) challenge, which involved releasing a year’s worth of CDRs from

Côte d’Ivoire for population-level analysis. The dataset included call and SMS records, low and
high resolution spatial trajectories, and communications graphs of subsets of the company’s
mobile subscribers. Given the sensitivity of the data, and high risk of re-identiﬁcation, the
company had to decide who would be able to access the data, and what from the resulting
research would be published. The company was remarkably conscientious in its treatment of
ethical considerations (which we will return to in a following section) — but unfortunately the
philanthropic community has not been quite so thoughtful in similar circumstances.
During the West African Ebola crisis that began in
2014, nearly every country affected (with the sole
exception of Liberia) approved the release of CDR
datasets. While most discussions related to the
use of CDRs recognized that privacy should be a
key concern as organizations attempted to extract
value from the information, in the context of this
crisis few appeared to consider the highly
revealing nature of CDRs as a cause for hesitation
in releasing non-anonymized data (deidentiﬁcation would have defeated the purposed
Mapping Ebola. Image: Mapbox

of the epidemiological “contact tracing” process in
this case). The intense time pressure and the

desire to take action overpowered all these factors, which in another case could have led to a
more robust conversation about responsible data use. This experience, in which legal datasharing regimes were ignored, suggests any sort of conscientious ethical review beyond basic
privacy considerations was rare, if it happened at all. 17

How can projects decide when more data will help — and when it won’t?
Funders and organizations frequently clamor for data before it is clear how this will serve a
project’s goals. And they often face difﬁcult questions about responsible use only after
obtaining the data.
One humanitarian technologist pointed out that
there has been “a feeding frenzy of new
methodology,” particularly technology like sensors
and drones in the humanitarian context. For
example, several organizations have launched or
invested in crisis mapping projects, using GIS and
location data to visualize natural and humanitarian
disasters or vulnerable populations. However, the
maps produced have on occasion been coopted
by exactly the actors who are causing danger in
Image: DFID - UK Department for
International Development

the ﬁrst place (e.g. militias, abusers) — putting
subjects at even greater risk. There are also
important questions about the validity and

accuracy of some of these new methods. 18
During the Ebola crisis, multiple humanitarian organizations and funders pressed mobile
operators to release their CDRs to expedite the contact tracing process meant to reveal
peoples’ associations and contain the spread of the disease. But several experts have reﬂected
that it was not clear whether call data records would aid in contact tracing, whether contact
tracing would work to contain Ebola, or whether location data from the local cell phone towers
was sufﬁciently reliable. This didn’t stop major foundations from pushing countries to break their

own laws to release the data. The same organizations that had previously articulated the need
for privacy policies and frameworks in other contexts bulldozed through laws and international
agreements that governed the use and sharing of this data, under the mistaken impression that
more data would solve problems that may have been caused by more straightforward
challenges like too few doctors and health workers on the ground.

How can grantmakers best manage the reputational risk of data-oriented
projects that may be at a frontier of social acceptability?
Advocates, the media, and the public are particularly sensitive to what might appear to be
intrusive or unfair uses of data. Several projects have faced unexpected negative public
reaction related to data ethics issues, requiring resources outside of project scope and budget.
Program managers and funders have either needed to scramble to address, or simply were not
able to sufﬁciently respond to, external concern. These experiences suggest dual opportunities
for improvement in the grantmaking process for data-intensive projects: on the one hand, an
opportunity to better anticipate potential concerns with data-intensive projects during
grantwriting and project design, potentially altering course in order to address concerns, and
on the other hand, the potential to strengthen capacity to engage on these questions as they
arise during project execution.

When concerns are recognized with respect to a grant, what is the best
currently available way to address them?
In several projects we reviewed, grantees and program staff recognized early on that the
project’s particular methodology of data collection and use would brush up against legitimate
privacy concerns. Awareness of such risks, though, did not necessarily or automatically lead to
better outcomes.
For example, we were repeatedly informed that
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(commonly referred to as IRBs, these boards are
institutional bodies that evaluate research on
several ethical guidelines, which are discussed in

a subsequent section of this report).
When they do review projects, IRBs sometimes provide ﬂawed remedies that are meant to
address ethical concerns but instead can lead projects to make superﬁcial changes that either
do not truly address harms, or even unnecessarily undermine project objectives. When one
human rights research organization wanted to help communities in a developing nation to
advocate for water rights in the face of mining companies whose operations threatened local
water supply, program staff decided to “crowdsource” data about community water needs,
tapping local researchers to conduct door-to-door surveys (with the concurrent aim of engaging
the community members in a more inclusive research process instead of treating them as
passive subjects). The organization hoped to return the aggregated data to local activists to
support organizing and advocacy efforts. Since the researchers were collecting information
about vulnerable populations, they were sensitive to the need for IRB review, but were
concerned that the IRB might not understand the crowdsourcing or data-sharing methods the
project hoped to use and would impose restrictions that would unduly hurt the project.

In order to forestall that possibility, the team opted
to strip meaningful GPS information from the
collected data. This allowed the project to receive
an exemption from IRB review, but also removed
data that would have been vitally helpful to the
community. Moreover, a project manager also
recognized that the local researchers would easily
be able to re-identify data, since they were the
ones who collected it in the ﬁrst place. In other
words, while the IRB did not directly mandate that
particular step, the team’s understanding of IRB
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requirements and limits nudged it in a direction
that was neither productive in preventing harm, nor beneﬁcial to the project.

How can funders and grantees gain the insight they need in order to
critique other institutions’ use of data at scale?
Foundations and the nonproﬁts they support not only want to use data to improve their own
work, but also to evaluate and critique applications of data at scale by other organizations
deploying interventions. Staff see other people, organizations, and government bodies using
data analysis, proﬁling or prediction in questionable ways, but cannot access the underlying
data in question or do not have the technical know-how or resources themselves to critique
these uses of data.
Take, for example, the Arnold Foundation’s pretrial risk assessment tool that aims to reduce bias
by excluding certain factors in its risk calculation.
The design process for this tool involved
thoughtful consideration of key issues by program
staff. But the tool is currently used in a growing
range of settings and public validation studies
have yet to be released, leaving key stakeholders
from other institutions working on similar issues
with an inability to comment on whether it truly
achieves the outcomes for which it was built.
(Validation studies are underway now, and
planned for public release.) Likewise, in
ProPublica’s recent investigation into bias in

Source: ProPublica

sentencing algorithms, 19 a lack of access to key
information (and the resulting need to piece together data through public records requests and
other challenging methods) complicated journalists’ efforts to assess the system. 20 Several
funders of criminal justice work felt that the publication’s analysis might be statistically ﬂawed,
but did not personally have the skillset to articulate how the study might be interrogated.

How can the social sector respond to the unique leverage and power that
large technology companies are developing through their accumulation of
data and data-related expertise?
As companies accumulate growing stores of data about people, as well as trends across
communities and society (not to mention having the computing power necessary to analyze it),
funders and nonproﬁts recognize that this data and capacity for analysis would be hugely

valuable for social science research and interventions. But many are uncertain about both how
to arrange access to the data and whether using it would be ethical, given that it may have
been collected without what researchers would consider fully informed consent.
One program ofﬁcer described the paradox of knowing that gig economy platforms like Uber
hold critical data that would be valuable to labor advocates, but also being unsure about how to
protect that data if access was granted, or how to best use it to empower people without
violating their privacy.

Image: CA Dept of Insurance

How should foundations and nonpro ts handle their own data?
At the same time as foundations and nonproﬁts are grappling with questions of using dataintensive methods to positively impact society, they also struggle with internal data-related
challenges. Development and marketing staff are experimenting with A/B testing, tracking, and
data mining to reach and mobilize supporters, raise money, and communicate impact, all areas
that present their own privacy and data security concerns. Organizations are under acute
pressure to use inexpensive and readily available tools, even if in doing so they may undermine
their own values with respect to how information should be handled, and may miss the
opportunity to help build a better global baseline on privacy. Groups like the Nonproﬁt
Technology Network exist to improve technical competency in the social sector, but
conversations about data responsibility and ethics in internal use of data are well behind those
happening in the private sector.

How can foundations begin to make the needed long-term investments in
training and capacity?
While it is not happening yet at a meaningful level,
we feel it is crucial to point out that many
interviewees identiﬁed a strong need for long-term
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level, but more sustained investment above and
beyond the piecemeal efforts could go a long way.

More than half of our interviewees cited organizations like the Responsible Data Forum, which
facilitates in-person and online discussions to work through data-related challenges, as a
resource they found useful when working through data and ethics issues. Speciﬁcally, training
webinars, collaborative listservs, and intensive, intimate in-person gatherings have proven
valuable to practitioners in integrating a more thoughtful approach into data-intensive projects.
Several grantee staff described how they have organized their own trainings and meetups, but
articulated that more engagement and follow-up after these trainings would increase the impact
of these one-off efforts. Many also noted that ﬁnding funding for trainings and conferences is
relatively easy, but getting support for sustained training and long-term follow up has proven
nearly impossible.

Emerging Practices for Addressing Data Ethics Risk

While many of the ethical challenges presented by data at scale are not addressed by existing
guideposts, grantmakers are improvising some methods to navigate decisions and to promote
thoughtful discussion about these questions with colleagues and peers. Many of these solutions
have been moderately successful, but are limited in their effectiveness for the reasons
described below.
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Person-to-person, informal consultations
Many interviewees described processes of informally consulting with colleagues or emailing
discussion lists (such as the Responsible Data Forum list set up by The Engine Room) for
advice on complicated ethical issues. Several Slack channels (open, topic-speciﬁc group chat
forums) have been introduced to create more spaces for discussion, including one set up by
the Humanitarian Operations Mobile Acquisition of Data (NOMAD) group. Data scientists
outside of philanthropy also consider related questions on platforms like Stack Overﬂow, Reddit,
and Quora. They most often discover these resources through word of mouth.
While some practitioners have become go-to resources for questions about data ethics, privacy
and security, this ad hoc method doesn’t catch every issue crossing funders’ desks. The people
consulted don’t always have the tools or time to provide support, and the people requesting
help are not certain what kind of due diligence is necessary. Some don’t recognize the need for
help at all.

Third-party evaluations of data-related ethical risks

Some program ofﬁcers are treating programs involving data-induced risk like any other program
in their portfolio, and pushing for rigorous testing, monitoring, and evaluation just as they deal
with other projects. For example, several foundations have pressed for external evaluation of all
pre-trial risk assessment tools, noting that while each may be addressing ethical concern in
different ways, the most important goal is that they accurately evaluate recidivism risk and
improve outcomes, with ethical risk managed as part of that broader calculus.
Although this approach may address some elements of data ethics risk, foundations don’t
necessarily have expertise to review, monitor, or evaluate data-intensive programs in-house,
and may not be able to identify when a more extensive analysis or ethical review is most
needed.

Ethical re ection on data issues as a required part of the grant application
process
One way to ensure grantees are considering ethical questions in their projects from the
beginning is to require that they explain their thought process around data-related issues when
applying for funding even if the project does not necessarily require formal IRB review. The
Sloan Foundation, for example, added an “information products” appendix section to its
proposal where grantseekers must articulate their thought processes on data-related
questions. 21 While Sloan believes that blanket rules do not provide helpful guidance, they
preface the appendix with a statement of the foundation’s principles and ask grantees to
describe their proposed work through that lens. The process also gives program ofﬁcers a way
to ﬂag grant applications that need extra review.
Such an approach seems to be a promising method of identifying programs that stand to
present complex ethical issues, and appears limited only in that it is not yet a broader practice
among funders.

Practitioner-developed resources and sector-speci c codes of conduct
Confronted with minimal guidance and inherent discomfort over certain uses of data, some
people involved in data-intensive projects have taken the initiative to create their own
frameworks to guide responsible collection and use of technology and data in certain contexts.
Participants of the Data Science for Social Good Fellowship at the University of Chicago
developed “An Ethical Checklist for Data Science” that presents a series of questions to prompt
reﬂection prior to and during any given project. 22 The Engine Room developed a series of case
studies they hope organizations will look to when thinking through challenges in responsible
data use, and human rights technologists led the formulation of a code of conduct around SMS
use in humanitarian contexts, eventually working with mobile operator interest group GSMA, to
formalize and circulate the guidance to both telecommunication and humanitarian organizations
that might consider using mobile data-gathering and communication technology in disaster
settings.
So far, these efforts have depended on the initiative of motivated individuals who drive the
creation of and mobilization around new resources and guidance. But formalizing and
promoting widespread adoption of them requires additional investment and central
coordination, like the GSMA provided for the SMS code of conduct. Even with institutional
support, the effectiveness of self-policing may be limited.

Some broader efforts are underway to develop
greater clarity into issues related to data at scale.
Scholars and researchers from anthropology,
philosophy, law, and economics work under the
auspices of the Council for Big Data, Ethics, and
Society to address similar questions to those
raised in this report. The Council’s output has
included research and regulatory ﬁlings about big
data and human subjects research (including a
comment on the government’s Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to update the Common Rule), case
studies on data use, and reviews of ethical codes
of conduct in a variety of ﬁelds. 23
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EXISTING STRENGTHS AND EMERGING GAPS

Policies for Data at Scale

As data becomes easier to collect, store, and analyze, understanding of ethical implications of
using data in the context of both social research and program implementation is evolving more
quickly than the frameworks that have traditionally deﬁned ethical issues. Some resources
provide partial coverage for issues related to data-intensive work, which we outline below, but
none were formulated to speciﬁcally address data at scale and the patchwork of resources
leaves several glaring holes. Many practitioners generally recognize the need to update
existing policies, but the conversation is ongoing and in the meantime practitioners are left to
navigate the ones that are currently in use, imperfect though they may be.

Existing frameworks address many risks in data-intensive grantmaking —
but leave some major gaps.
Foundation staff are broadly familiar with traditional human subject review processes, and
incorporate ethical review in this context when relevant risks become apparent. Responsible
data practices such as data security and basic privacy protections have also generated some
attention across the philanthropic and nonproﬁt communities, to a limited extent. These existing
frameworks provide some key guideposts for projects and initiatives involving the use of data at
scale.

Human subjects review
Initially introduced to address risks in medical experiments, the rules known as “human
subjects” protections have since expanded to cover social science research and some social
interventions. The Common Rule, 24 the U.S.’s federal policy for the protection of human
subjects, requires any university-based and federally-funded research to have research
reviewed by Institutional Review Boards (IRB). These boards evaluate projects on several
ethical principles that must be protected through the research methods including informed
consent, risk-beneﬁt balancing, and considerations of fairness and equity. Researchers dealing
with data-intensive inquiries — at institutions requiring or recommending ethical review, at least
— can submit projects to IRBs for exemption or approval, a process which can help reﬁne
approaches to ethical considerations.
Not all projects that raise ethical issues need to go through human subject review (particularly
those outside of the university context) and even those that do can fall between the cracks if
they rely on certain types of public or preexisting data that are presumed to not add marginal
additional risk to subjects and therefore fall outside of the scope of IRB review, or if future
harms are underestimated or not easily predicted.

Human Subject Regulations Decision Chart
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Data security best practices and controls
Data at scale introduces signiﬁcant risk that sensitive information newly digitized or stored as
part of comprehensive individual proﬁles might be accessed by someone besides the intended
researcher or program implementer. Based partly on prior experience funding projects involving
technology tools, funders are beginning to take action to ensure the security of collected and
stored data is incorporated into grantmaking by developing guides for digital security and
grantcraft. Particularly when working in sensitive situations or with at-risk populations, simple
data protection guidelines such as encouraging the encryption of data at rest and in transit
(including by using the cloud-based services of reputable companies) are often adopted to
mitigate much of the risk associated with government surveillance or malicious hackers who
might attempt to access and use compromising information. But foundations recognize that
their ability to provide information security guidance within major areas of grantmaking like
nonproﬁt journalism, climate change and environmental defense, documentary ﬁlmmaking, and
human rights and humanitarian assistance is still underdeveloped.

Privacy
Data privacy laws and principles of deidentiﬁcation provide practical and ethical protection for
many risks involving data at scale. Compliance with local laws around protection of privacy,
while complicated by the patchwork nature of privacy laws for geographically diverse data sets,
requires researchers and project implementers to consider risks to the privacy of the people
included in the data in question.
Even outside of the context of legal requirements,

Advances in data analysis tools and
computing power mean that basic

the practice of removing or obscuring identifying
data is a cornerstone of responsible treatment of
data, and is increasingly recognized as such in

privacy protections are no longer
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projects carry markedly less risk when individuals
cannot be readily identiﬁed from the data they
contributed (whether voluntarily or indirectly).

Nevertheless, advances in data analysis tools and computing power mean that basic privacy
protections like deidentiﬁcation and data minimization are probably not sufﬁcient to truly protect

data that can, when layered with other private or public information, paint ﬁne-grained and
revealing individual proﬁles of research subjects or program beneﬁciaries.

Open access and creative commons
Digital technologies have caused the cost of distributing knowledge and culture to plummet,
sparking a revolution in how content is shared. In light of these developments, funders
increasingly recognize an ethical imperative to ensure that the research and other outputs they
underwrite are broadly shared with the world. There is now a consensus among major
foundations including Ford, MacArthur, and OSF that open licensing, such as Creative
Commons, should be the default licensing approach for grant-funded work. 25
These policies, like the other existing guideposts mentioned above, were not developed
speciﬁcally for projects that involve “data at scale.” But these guidelines may well apply to
some “data at scale” projects, and they are an illustration of funders’ capacity to align
information handling expectations with programmatic priorities. Funders’ move toward open
licenses followed a deliberate, incremental exploration of the issue, and responded in part to
the input of the open licensing community. 26

Some risks of data at scale are not addressed by existing frameworks
The increased popularity of ever more data-intensive research and analysis techniques has
raised three main categories of ethical risk that are both not covered by existing frameworks
and less familiar to the philanthropic community.

“Public” data can now be used in unethical ways.
Even in the most traditional of research contexts, the Common Rule, governing the standard
ethical review process for institutions that receive federal funding, explicitly exempts research
that relies on preexisting or “public” datasets, under the assumption that reusing data already
collected does not add any signiﬁcant risk for people included in that data. 27 Institutional
Review Boards frequently dismiss or wave through research covered under this exemption,
without considering downstream effects that using existing data or combining it with other data
might bring about.
While this approach may be appropriate for biomedical research protocols, where data
collection itself is an intrusive and potentially harmful process, or social research in which
disclosure of private data would clearly be harmful, potential harms from data collected from
sources like public sensors, social media, or web trafﬁc are less obvious. Datasets can be
merged or overlaid with others to uncover previously inconceivable correlations, or triangulated
to reidentify data points in ways that would previously have been impossible. 28 Big data
analysis, for example, enabled Harvard computer science researcher Latanya Sweeny to reidentify 43 percent of anonymized hospital records in the state of Washington by crossreferencing a publicly available dataset with newspaper stories that mentioned the word
“hospitalized.” 29 The dataset in this case was not particularly large and the exercise did not
require any signiﬁcant amount of computing power, but it is easy to imagine how a similar tactic
could be applied in many other contexts.
In another instance, a full, deidentiﬁed dataset from the New York Taxi Commission that
included all trip records let analysts determine the religion of some drivers as well as identify
certain individual passengers and their riding behavior. 30 While the dataset was “public” in the
sense that it was classiﬁed as a public record by a municipal ofﬁce, the people who populated
that dataset did not likely consider their taxi trips to be benign public data — particularly given

that the data was later used to reveal private
preferences and personally identifying
information.
Common understanding of whether certain
behavior is public or private has also evolved
rapidly: By posting on social media sites, or
walking through an urban center equipped with
sensors, can we assume that people intended, or
even knew, that their data or conduct could be
reused for research purposes? This question
raised ﬂags in 2006 when a Harvard research
project used Facebook network data of 1,700
college students to study the evolution of interests
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and friendships over time, and then released the
data for others to study. The data released turned

out to be relatively easy to re-identify, and the students included in the research had never
given explicit permission for their data to be used in the ﬁrst place — but the students had
connected with friends and shared interests “publicly.” What is the proper ethical process for
this sort of data? 31 What about using data that is released in a hack or leak?
Using public data now poses more risk than is recognized by traditional ethical review
processes. Asking whether data is public or already exists is no longer a reliable threshold
question for judging whether a proposed project, relying upon that data, would be ethical. It is
exactly this loophole that leads research using various types of public information to fall through
the cracks of existing ethical review procedures.
In the philanthropic and public sector, program ofﬁcers, researchers, and implementers do not
yet have a shared schema by which to evaluate ethical implications of using public or existing
data, leading to uncertainty and apprehension. This exception is quickly becoming a major
ethical liability, and practitioners, with insufﬁcient tools to consider these dilemmas, are
increasingly asked to design research and social programs, provide critique, and even make
funding decisions based on underdeveloped expertise in the ethical implications of dataintensive work. While some efforts exist in pockets of the community to better understand datarelated issues, we did not ﬁnd any evidence of collective efforts by key players to advance
shared understandings across the philanthropic community, even though coalitions like the
NetGain partnership have proven effective in advancing conversations around technology in the
philanthropic sector.

Automated decisions can absorb and sanitize bias from input data.
As automated, data-driven decision making systems become more pervasive and more
technically advanced, there is a growing appetite to apply automated methods in the service of
philanthropic priorities. But along with the consistency that characterizes data-driven decisions,
there is a growing recognition that data-driven decisions can also encode social bias,
particularly when the decisions are based on patterns reﬂected in existing data.

ProPublica analysis of COMPAS’s violent recidivism scores. Image: ProPublica

For example, an online system designed to screen out users who aren’t providing their real
names may inadvertently stigmatize Native American users, because a name like “Elaine Yellow
Horse” is similar to ﬁctitious names provided by non-Native users. 32 And if search engine users
subconsciously associate black-sounding names with criminal conduct, then click patterns may
lead to socially stigmatizing messages (such as ads suggestive of a prior arrest record)
appearing alongside ethnically black names even of people who have never been arrested. 33
Even when sensitive categories like race or gender are not used in a decision making system,
other metrics that may seem benign at ﬁrst glance (like zip code) can easily reﬂect the same
biases and become accidental proxies for data that might otherwise be excluded. 34
When data reﬂects bias, there is a risk of unfair outcomes; as the saying goes, “garbage in,
garbage out.” For example, if prior arrests are used to target police enforcement activities that
themselves lead to future arrests, the result may be a self-reinforcing pattern of excessive focus
on heavily policed communities. 35 Anyone designing or reviewing new automated tools must be
alert to the possibility of reinforcing discriminatory patterns that are reﬂected in existing data,
but program ofﬁcers and project implementers don’t necessarily have the technical or subjectmatter expertise to evaluate the full extent of ethical implications of such trade-offs.
Even in seemingly benign cases, the mode of data collection itself can lead to biases in how
people are treated. This reality is a costly downside to the “streetlight effect,” where the data
that is easiest to ﬁnd is studied, and conclusions are drawn from an incomplete data set. As Dr.
Kate Crawford has pointed out, “not all data is created or collected equally,” creating shadows
in data sets that lead to underrepresentation of some people or communities. 36
Responsibly funding or evaluating statistical models in data-intensive projects increasingly
demands either advanced mathematical literacy, or access to technical experts who recognize
these sorts of data-related risks.

Data at scale may allow powerful institutions to marginalize academic and civil society
actors.
As private ﬁrms consolidate ownership of key online platforms and succeed in attracting ﬁeldleading talent away from academia, these companies are taking on a newly central role not only
in shaping daily life, but also in creating and disseminating knowledge. Some of the most

interesting social data is now collected and owned by these large, private ﬁrms (and
intelligence agencies) with billions of data points, few externally imposed limits on how the data
can be analyzed, and near-limitless resources to hire the best data scientists to play with the
data.
The movement of data science research from universities to private and government settings
further complicates ethical evaluation of research proposals, since companies are not subject
to IRB review and the work occurring in the intelligence community is protected by national
security exceptions. 37 In-house researchers may be unfamiliar with or resentful of restrictions
imposed by ethics review boards on analysis of unprecedented amounts and types of data at
the researcher’s ﬁngertips.
Some have raised concerns about the possibility
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outside the IRB’s auspices. 38 While social media
platforms and other digital services often include
clauses in their End User Licensing Agreements
that require users to agree that their data may be
used for research, many disagree about whether

these check-box agreements provide enough meaningful notice to the users included in
research about which they are not informed. 39 As foundations and civic actors explore
partnerships with private ﬁrms to analyze data for social purposes, the appropriate ethical
process to take advantage of this rich data for public beneﬁt remains hazy.
One well-known collaboration between a company and a university team leveraged these
circumstances in 2014. Facebook data scientists experimentally modiﬁed the platform’s News
Feed algorithm for a small subset of users in order to test whether the proportion of positive or
negative posts people saw affected the emotional tone of their own posts. With the availability
of such a large set of previously unavailable data, the team was able to determine that there
was indeed an “emotional contagion” effect, and they collaborated with a Cornell-based
researcher to publish the ﬁndings in a scientiﬁc journal. 40 The study may have constituted
human subject research in the traditional sense, since the activity could be described as “a
systematic investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation, designed to
develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge,” involving “manipulations of the subject or
the subject’s environment … for research purposes.” 41 But because the data was collected by
and only accessible to the Facebook team and not the university afﬁliate, Cornell’s IRB
concluded that the project did not fall under its purview and declined to review it. 42 Following
public backlash against the research, Facebook voluntarily instituted its own, internal ethics
review committee. Not all companies will choose the same course, and similar issues are
arising with other actors as more and more data is accumulated in the private sector.
Online dating service OKCupid has no qualms about performing experiments on its users,
going so far as to publish a blog post proclaiming “We Experiment on Human Beings!” and
describing how the platform has manipulated its users — by indicating to users that were
ostensibly “bad” matches according to OKCupid’s own matching algorithm that they were
actually “good” matches — to learn to what extent perception of romantic compatibility
inﬂuences behavior. 43
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OKCupid is far from alone within the private sector in believing that various forms of A/B testing
are standard business practices and that businesses should not hesitate to run tests on their
users to improve product performance or gain insight into their user base. Even when ethical
concerns are raised in situations like these, some data scientists resist the imposition of ethical
constraints, skeptical that anyone without technical expertise can deal with ethical issues any
better than data scientists.
Not only is data being concentrated in private
hands, but so too is the capacity to analyze it.
Data analysis and machine learning talent that
formerly gravitated to research universities now
ﬂocks to the private sector, which promises big
salaries and even bigger datasets to analyze. 44
Such a trend means that, in all likelihood, publicfacing research that develops and catalyzes
important conversations about ethical uses of data
may be the exception to the rule, with most
research outputs and technical knowledge staying
in-house, in private (or secret governmental)
hands.
In 2016, a data-sharing agreement between
Google subsidiary company DeepMind and the
UK’s National Health Service became public,

Advanced research is moving to the private
sector.
Image: The Economist

outlining how NHS would give DeepMind access
to data from over 1.5 million patient records to be analyzed using the company’s artiﬁcial
intelligence technology. 45 While the agreement covered issues like data security and
information governance, the arrangement left no way for patients to opt out of analysis, relying
on a broad deﬁnition of “implied consent” for direct patient care — but applying the exception
on an unprecedented and enormous scale. Traditionally, research and analysis of medical data
would be classiﬁed as “indirect care,” but the promise of personalized medicine through
artiﬁcial intelligence and big data analysis blurred the line. 46 The arrangement also raised
concerns about lack of transparency into Google’s work, which was to take place outside of a
traditional research context and would arguably directly serve the company’s commercial goals.

Ethical review for traditional academic research in the era of big data has lagged behind the
evolving nature of data and its related risks, and even more so in the private sector. Industry
oversight remains lax.

LESSONS FROM OTHER SECTORS

Managing Data Ethics Risk

In 2015, the U.S. government published a notice of proposed rulemaking outlining an intent to
modernize policies related to human subject protection in such a way that would exempt a large
portion of data analysis from review, including exempting novel and potentially revealing
analyses of data that is already considered public. Under the current system, review boards are
not equipped or prepared to review ethical implications of most cutting-edge data-heavy
research, 49 and path-breaking researchers may try to avoid the IRB process altogether. 50
Funding or collaborating with an academic partner or turning to external review boards does
not ensure sufﬁcient ethical review, so researchers are turning to other, ad hoc solutions.

Data science practitioners and researchers are stepping up.
Outside the academic context, a growing group of data scientists and practitioners are using
blog posts, articles and conference talks to call attention to ethical issues in data analysis, and
are beginning to encourage peers to consider some key questions as they pursue projects.
Some organize community events, collect and distribute case studies, conduct internal
trainings, and participate actively on mailing lists to pose questions about data ethics in
upcoming projects.
Academic institutions are also taking some steps to amplify underrepresented voices in
technology-intensive research, albeit in ways that are not speciﬁcally focused on data at scale.
For example, the Tech Policy Lab at the University of Washington adopted a strategy of “Diverse
Voices” to include voices of non-mainstream populations who are nevertheless affected by
technology research and policy. 51
Both individuals and institutions have also introduced internal checklists and methodologies to
guide data intensive research. 52 Some guiding questions include:
Is data science the right tool for this job?
Does the team include and consider people and institutions who will ultimately be affected by the
tool?
Were the systems and processes used to collect the data biased against any groups?
Should the team include features that could be discriminatory?
What are the consequences of acting on false positives or of failing to act on false negatives?
Can the scope of data collection be limited while still achieving the project aim?
We want this data, but do we need it? Can other data be ethically collected and used?
Are particular stakeholders empowered or disempowered as a result of this project?
Could the collection of the data in this study be reasonably expected to cause tangible harm to
any person’s well-being?

Does the project potentially set a precedent for unethical methodologies that could be misused
by others in the future?
Others report that they turn to external ethical guidelines, such as the Association of Internet
Researchers Ethics Statements. 53 However, many data scientists and practitioners we came
across admitted that even these recommendations, which are more applicable to research in
the digital context, do not fully capture the needs of social science studies or practical projects.

Companies are creating their own, internal ethical review processes.
Despite (and in some cases, because of) public controversies over ethics of private research,
some institutions have established internal ethical review processes for their own research and
for research based on data released externally.
In 2012, mobile provider Orange launched its “Data 4 Development” challenge, in which it
released call data records from entire African countries so researchers could try to identify new
solutions to development challenges. While the dataset was extremely sensitive, and its release
beyond the researchers presented signiﬁcant risk to the privacy of its subscribers if it were to
be de-anonymized, it was not subject to any type of ethical constraint apart from national
privacy laws of the target countries. Unsurprisingly in retrospect, the resulting papers submitted
by researchers who had accessed the data revealed a mess of previously unpredicted risks. In
the second iteration of contest, Orange introduced a dual ethical review process in which both
an internal and external panel would review research on ethical and methodological grounds —
for not only the research itself but the implications of the projects — and classify research into
one of several categories: Publish without restriction, Ask to consider adjustments, and Do not
publish/Keep for restricted audience. 54
Though only 47 percent of surveyed statisticians characterized Facebook’s emotional contagion
study as explicitly unethical, Facebook too introduced its own internal research review group in
response to the backlash the company experienced following the study’s publication. The
company describes the group as considering implications of using historical data, whether
research deals with sensitive populations, and whether the proposal should be ﬂagged for
additional expert consultation. Facebook has also said that is has added research-speciﬁc
employee training, and consults external experts for feedback when presented with research
that might have outsized impact on a certain group of individuals. 55
It is hard to say what impact industry self-policing will have on the state of ethics in big data
research, or in data-intensive projects. The movement of major companies toward incorporating
heightened consideration of ethical implications is encouraging in part, adding a measure of
reﬂection that was previously not required. But the decision to do so is still voluntary, and
committees across companies lack standardization provided by imposed, external rules.
Updated federal regulations with broader scope to cover data research (for example,
mandating that scientiﬁc journals require submitted research to undergo ethical review) could
lead to more protection for research subjects, but also runs the risk that cutting-edge research
conducted independently by or in partnership with industry would remain unpublished and
immune to peer review or public critique.

A MENU OF OPTIONS

Practical Steps for Funders

The challenges described in this report are new and fast changing, and the topic of “data
ethics” overlaps with territory covered by other well-established ethical guideposts. We believe
that articulating principles or imposing rules on data ethics at this point would be premature.
Nonetheless, newly emergent ethical issues inherent in using data at scale points to the need
for both a broader understanding of the possibilities and challenges of using data in the
philanthropic context as well as conscientious treatment of data ethics issues. Major
foundations can play a meaningful role in setting an example in both of these areas, creating
space for open and candid reﬂection on these challenges.

Include data ethics as an element of larger e orts to build data literacy
among grantmakers and grantees.
The data ethics conversation does not, and should not, exist in a silo. General data literacy as
well as familiarity with basic responsible data practices are a prerequisite to functional comfort
with ethical issues related to data at scale, and these skills should be promoted in concert,
including for monitoring and evaluation, development, and communications professionals who
are engaging in increasingly data-intensive efforts of their own as they work to measure the
impact of grantmaking and interventions and increase capacity of their organizations. Increased
data literacy across and outside the philanthropic sector will enhance the ability to implement
effective, targeted programs as well as to insightfully critique less responsible uses of data
within the public and private sector. Discussions on data ethics speciﬁcally will ﬁnd more fertile
ground in the public and social sector as the baseline of fundamental understanding is
enhanced.

Create spaces for conversation and re ection.
Foundations can promote data literacy at a number of different levels. A medium impact ﬁrst
step would be to organize a cross-institution cohort of program staff who are already frequently
exposed to data-intensive projects that would meet on a semi-regular basis to increase their
baseline level of data literacy and also discuss data-related challenges they face.
A higher-impact but more challenging proposition would be to reach all program ofﬁcers at
major foundations, even those not yet dealing with data-intensive projects, with the
understanding that these staff-people can serve as gatekeepers and initial screeners for ethical
issues in proposals and programs. A series of workshops, or inclusion of conference sessions
on data literacy at strategically selected major gatherings in the philanthropic and nonproﬁt
sectors would raise the proﬁle of the topics within the community, and prompt more people to
seek out additional resources.

Invest in education on data-related topics for current and future sta .

To create basic comfort in engaging with these emerging issues, we recommend avoiding rote
or factual trainings such as those required to complete IRB protocols. In-person, collaborative
workshops may be a better place to begin, particularly given that early experiences with such
trainings are varied and it is not yet clear what wisdom ought to be formalized.
A longer term strategy would include promoting data literacy among future foundation and
nonproﬁt staff. Speciﬁc steps might be funding university-based initiatives to promote
coursework and seminars incorporating data-related topics within graduate programs that
traditionally feed talent into foundations, NGOs and large nonproﬁts, as well as encouraging
monitoring and evaluation training programs to include more about data use and ethics within
their curricula. Building ethics into professional training has been largely successful in the ﬁeld
of journalism (albeit also challenged by technology and new media) and medicine, and data
scientists are similarly beginning to call for ethical training at the university level. As greater
awareness of data applications in philanthropy spreads across the sector, conversations about
ethical implications will be signiﬁcantly more concrete and productive.

Incorporate data ethics in the grantmaking process.
Create an internal “data ethics point of contact” who can facilitate access to relevant
expertise and keep an eye out for latent data ethics risk in projects.
A recurrent theme in our research was that, for those data ethics issues not covered by IRB
review, program staff lack clear sources of expert advice. That is, when a program ofﬁcer feels
uncertainty or concern in this area, they may not know whom to consult. We believe many
program staff would welcome the creation of a central resource that they could turn to for help
in evaluating grant proposals that require deep statistical, software engineering or other digital
technology related expertise — or background in ethical reasoning speciﬁc to those ﬁelds — to
evaluate.
Thus, we recommend designating a data ethics point of contact who can serve as a voluntary,
supportive internal coordinator for expertise and institutional knowledge, to assist program staff
in evaluating data-oriented grants. This person’s role would be not so much to be an expert as
to know who to reach out to as questions come up, though the more literate he or she is in the
relevant areas, the more helpful this position will prove.
In creating such a role, it will be important to consider the structural incentives of program staff,
who may feel self-conscious revealing technological uncertainty and may judge that they have
little to gain from highlighting hesitations or ethical questions pertinent to the grants they are
considering. As a result, a conﬁdential, internal and informal process — perhaps based on the
model of an ombudsperson — could increase the likelihood that candid conversations about
these issues will take place where they are needed.
An alternative approach — if one were pessimistic about whether program staff could be
enticed, or would be equipped, to ﬂag these issues on their own — would be to build an
opportunity for data ethics review into all grants, by allowing the point of contact to read all or
certain classes of grants and to initiate conversations where potential concerns are recognized.
We do not suggest that this review be required as part of the grantmaking process; at this early
stage, it does not seem appropriate for any projects to formally require a data ethics approval.
Even without formal power, though, such a review opportunity could help ensure that needed
conversations happen.
Beyond its immediate utility, a “point of contact” approach would also help to collect
institutional knowledge, surface patterns, and build capacity to engage these issues in the

future. We would not suggest that each discussion of a data ethics issue be formally
documented, since such documentation might chill the environment for candid internal
discussions. But the point of contact might periodically describe overall experiences or topics
that arise.

Change grant applicant procedure, to encourage applicants to prospectively consider
data-related issues.
Adding sections to grant applications where applicants are asked to articulate their intended
uses of data as well as to what extent they have thought through ethical challenges (described
in more detail below) would help ﬂag projects for further review, and also signal to grantees that
the funder values thoughtful consideration of responsible data use in the projects they opt to
support.

Support a central resource to address data ethics concerns for the philanthropic
community.
A central organization supported by several foundations could develop a deep expertise in
relevant ethical considerations, data security, and data science methodology as relevant to
social impact goals, and could serve as an informal or formal resource for grantees to consult
prior to implementing their projects. Grantees’ engagement with such a resource might be
voluntary, at the recommendation of a data ethics point of contact, or might be required, as is
the case with IRBs the academic context. Given the early state of awareness and conversation,
though, we would recommend that such a body remain an opt-in resource for a meaningful
period of time before becoming part of any required process.

Create a data ethics checklist for grantees and program sta .
Even without any new requirements or policies, it could be useful to equip program staff with
questions they can ask about new, data-oriented projects. We have included some examples of
questions here, inspired by those identiﬁed by practitioners, but caution that these should be
considered illustrative rather than exhaustive. 56 As grantmakers develop greater ﬂuency in
data-related issues and initial checklists are tested in the ﬁeld, more effective ways to ask and
integrate these questions will likely emerge.
Knowing that it is possible to do this with data, is it the right thing to do? Will this use of
data achieve the intended goals, or might a different method be more powerful? Does the
grantee actually have the capacity to use the proposed tool or evaluate the data collected?
How will the data be protected? What is the risk of re-identiﬁcation or potentially harmful reuse,
and can it be reduced?
How will data be obtained? What, if any, risk of bias is introduced in the method of data
collection or the type of data collected or included?
Is there a risk of bias here? If there is risk of bias in using particular classes of data, should the
research include this potentially discriminatory data? What if it appears that including such data,
even at the cost of harming a few people, may help achieve a better outcome for many more
people? How might the project correct for, or otherwise address, this risk of bias?
What will mistakes in this data mean for the people involved? What are the risks or
consequences of acting on false positives or not acting on false negatives identiﬁed?

Do data subjects have meaningful choice where appropriate? Are the subjects of the project
given sufﬁcient notice and opportunity to opt-out, if feasible? If not, are we doing everything we
can to mitigate any future harm our project might cause to people or communities by nature of
their inclusion in our project?
Could this data or its analysis reasonably lead to concrete harm to anyone, including but
not limited to the people we are trying to help? If so, have those risks been thought through?
Might this project set a precedent for methods that could be misused by others in the
future?
Can the project more effectively involve affected populations in research design and
implementation process? If certain groups are likely to be affected by the research or project
outcome, how are we ensuring perspectives from that community are included from the outset?

Conclusion

Data at scale creates powerful new opportunities for impact and effectiveness for major U.S.
philanthropies, and at the same time generates new risks that require thoughtful attention from
foundations, program staff, and grantees.
Our report identiﬁes three basic challenges in data-oriented grantmaking that are not well
addressed by existing practices: First, public data can now be used in a growing variety of
potentially harmful ways, even though its collection and use are not carefully regulated.
Second, decisions driven by data at scale offer profound beneﬁts in many areas of work, but
also pose a risk of reinforcing longstanding social biases — and the use of automation may give
decisions an unearned patina of social neutrality. Third, human capital and institutional
expertise for leveraging data at scale are concentrated in certain large companies and
government organizations, creating a long-term challenge for the nonproﬁt sector and
academic researchers’ capacity to harness these powerful new methods and shape how they
are used across society.
We believe that major foundations have a unique role to play in leveraging data at scale for
social good, as well as in shaping norms around how this data is treated. We hope that this
report helps enable foundation leaders and program staff to act with conﬁdence, embracing
change even as they mitigate emergent risks.
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about inequality that is being embedded in algorithmic systems.
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DATA, ETHICS AND SOCIETY (Council for Big Data, Ethics and Society), May 23, 2016.
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Harford questions some of the assumption driving hype around big data, pointing out basic
statistical weaknesses that have plagued prominent applications of large-scale data analysis.
Benjamin Wittes, Databuse: Digital Privacy and the Mosaic (Brookings), Apr. 1, 2011,
https://www.brookings.edu/research/databuse-digital-privacy-and-the-mosaic.

The author “explore[s] the possibility that technology’s advance and the proliferation of
personal data in the hands of third parties has left us with a conceptually outmoded debate,
whose reliance on the concept of privacy does not usefully guide the public policy questions we
face” and proposes that the “relevant concept is not…protecting some elusive positive right of
user privacy but, rather, protecting a negative right—a right against the unjustiﬁed deployment
of user data in a fashion adverse to the user’s interests, a right, we might say, against
database.”

Data Privacy and Fairness
Moritz Hardt, How big data is unfair: Understanding sources of unfairness in data driven
decision making, MEDIUM (Sept. 26, 2014), https://medium.com/@mrtz/how-big-data-isunfair-9aa544d739de.
The author argues there are “powerful forces that can render decision making that depends on
learning algorithms unfair” and explains technical and statistical reasons why this is the case.
Kate Crawford, The Hidden Biases in Big Data, HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW (Apr. 1,
2013), https://hbr.org/2013/04/the-hidden-biases-in-big-data.
“Data and data sets are not objective; they are creations of human design. We give numbers
their voice, draw inferences from them, and deﬁne their meaning through our interpretations.
Hidden biases in both the collection and analysis stages present considerable risks, and are as
important to the big-data equation as the numbers themselves.
Woodrow Hartzog, There Is No Such Thing as “Public” Data, SLATE, May 19, 2016.
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2016/05/okcupid_s_data_leak_show
s_there_s_no_such_thing_as_public_data.html.
Hartzog points out that there is no universal deﬁnition for “public” and that this has led to
logical fallacies in how the use of such data is justiﬁed

Human Capital and The Role of Firms
Million-Dollar Babies, THE ECONOMIST, Apr. 2, 2016,
http://www.economist.com/news/business/21695908-silicon-valley-ﬁghts-talentuniversities-struggle-hold-their.
This piece describes the exodus of qualiﬁed machine learning talent from academia into private
settings, and warns this could concentrate expertise in disproportionately few ﬁrms whose
research might not be shared publicly and stunt the growth the ﬁeld.
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